Case study: STYLIGHT & Productsup – August 2014
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STYLIGHT is an online community for discovering fashion
trends and brands, and if a user likes a product they are redirected to the relevant online shop.
With 14 country-specific websites worldwide, STYLIGHT has a
very large inventory of product data. As a means of promoting
itself further, the company was interested in starting retargeting
campaigns.

The Problem
STYLIGHT was faced with a particular challenge: They were
spending too much time and resources on preparing the right
product data feeds. A lot of back and forth with IT resources
was needed to make changes to products feeds.

“We realized that we would need a
tool that empowers our marketers
to adapt and change product feeds
to the request of the different marketing channels without a constant
back and forth between IT and Online-Marketing.”

Nicolas Stadtelmeyer
Head of Performance Marketing at STYLIGHT

STYLIGHT needed an expert in product feed creation for
retargeting channels; STYLIGHT needed Productsup.
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The Solution
Productsup’s cloud-based solution provides users a quick,
easy and powerful way to prepare high quality product feeds.
First of all, the platform provides STYLIGHT a central place to
individually manage the product data for its different country
websites. With the entire data inventory on one central platform
it becomes easier to keep an overview of everything.
Second, the software has advanced analysis features that scan
entire product feeds in just seconds and locate the critical
focus areas for STYLIGHT.
Automatic setups and ROI management save both time and
money.
Intelligent editing tools and features enable STYLIGHT’s
product data managers to get more out of their data by not
only creating error free feeds but by making sure this feed is
clean, current and consistent.
And finally, Productsup has incorporated the feed requirements
specifically outlined by the retargeting sites that STYLIGHT
uses. This has helped to ensure that each individual product
feed is tailored and structured accordingly, reducing the
chance of error reports.
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The Result

Since the integration of the Productsup Platform
for retargeting campaigns, STYLIGHT’s presence
and performance has been boosted, whilst
their time and resource investment has radically
decreased.

Thanks to the intuitive design of the Productsup Platform, the entire product data for all of
STYLIGHT’s 14 countries is being successfully
managed by just 1 manager, allowing the rest of
the online marketing team to focus on other core
business activities.

What’s more, 20 different, customized versions Overall, STYLIGHT has generated significant
of their product feed are being exported to vari- revenue with product feed-related online marketous retargeting channels across the web.
ing campaigns.
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About STYLIGHT

About Productsup

STYLIGHT is the place to discover and shop fashion you love from the best online stores. Whenever. Wherever. Millions of people use STYLIGHT‘s
website and apps every month to discover and
shop the latest fashion trends. STYLIGHT’s editors and users hand-pick the hottest trends from
the best fashion stores. Users can buy everything
they find on STYLIGHT from one of the shops featured on STYLIGHT.

Productsup is backed by industry experts who
have dedicated years of research and development to bring you the most intuitive and intelligent
product data management platform.

Launched in August 2008, STYLIGHT is headquartered in Munich, Germany and was founded
by Anselm Bauer, Benjamin Günther, Max-Josef Meier and Sebastian Schuon. Available in
14 countries all around the globe and offices in
Munich (Germany), London (UK) and New York
(US) STYLIGHT is one of the fastest growing online fashion destinations. STYLIGHT is funded by
Holtzbrinck Ventures, Tengelmann Ventures and
ProSieben- Sat.1’s SevenVentures.

Advanced technology features enable you to collect product data from various sources, to optimize and structure the data, and to distribute
customized feeds to thousands of export and
marketing channels - quickly and easily.
The solution addresses the individual needs of
online merchants, marketing channels and agencies alike.
For more information, visit www.productsup.io

For more information, visit www.STYLIGHT.com

Seeking a quick and easy
way to prepare product feeds
for retargeting campaigns?
We’re happy to show you how in a free demo!
Simply get in touch here ;)
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